INSTRUCTION MANUAL
FOR

BROTHER

DB2- B792-100,-200,-500,-600

SINGLE NEEDLE ADJUSTABLE TOP AND BOTTOM FEED
LOCK STITCH MACHINE With AUTOMATIC THREAD TRIMMER
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Auto thread trimming machine DB2- B792 has the following specifications.

$BROTHER INDUSTRIES LTD.
DB2 - B792-

ODD

MADE IN JAPAN
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ODD
Thread trimmer

103

I

203

-------

I

503

Quick reverse
Presser foot lift
Shirring device

11 3

613

Single needle lock stitch machine

------~ Solenoid (b uil t-in face plate)

Thread wiper

603

I

Pneumatic
Pneumatic

Pneumatic

--------------~

Pneumatic

Included
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Thrcdwipcr

Synchronizer

Synchro nizer

Thread trimmer
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6

Presser foo t li ft

*

When you hold the machine, do not hold the
synchronize r.

Thread wiper

Presser foot lift
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You pass the plug th rough the wire hole on the table , then install as following figures.

© For motor MD-932.
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D plug
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Take care to keep the wires away from the rotating parts.
You must turn power switch off before install or removal the
plug.

ttl Connection of the earth wire
You surely pass the earth wire 0 in to the wire hole on the
tab le from the head hinge 8 , then install to the motor
tab le.
(There is the green wire in the parts box.)
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Tigh ten and install the air hose of the compressor to the valve box base 0 .
Pass the air tube 8 of the valve box into the wire hole on the table , then tighten and install to the reve rse cylinder connector @ .
Install the air tube 9 to presser lift cylinder conne ctor @) .
Remove nut (3 and sleeve fj , then fix as above figure. (Tighten the nut (3 by your fin ge r and then tighten by turning
the nut once or twice by the spanne r.)

Ill Adjusting air pressure

*

Air pressure is 5 kg/cm2 ± 0.5 kg/cm 2 in use. In case air pressu re is low, loosen the n ut ~ and then turn the handle 0 to
righ t.
In case air pressure is high , once turn the handle 0 to left, then operate actuater or tread le to lower air pressure in
cylinder, and then adjust again.
After adjusted , tighten and install the nut ~ .
If water stay in the bottle 4D> , stop the compressor to lower air pressure, raise the drain cock 4D and then let out water.
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Adjust the nut 0 so that the pretension may leave the
thread of about 35 - 40 mm on the needle top after the
th read is trimmed.
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OPERATION OF TREADLE PEDAL

®
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Ill Treadle

(- 100, - 200)

1. Make sure whether slow speed motor runs smoothly, pressing the treadle pedal 0 lightly to ®.
Pressing the treadle pedal 0 again to @ , then high speed motor runs.
2. Make sure whether the sewing machine stops at the needle down position, the treadle pedal 0 is positioned at the neutral
(when you release the treadle pedal 0 ) @ after pressing the treadle pedal 0 at the front.
3. In case the treadle pedal 0 is pressed at the rear end @(or back at the neutral @ after the treadle pedal 0 is pressed at
the rear end @ ), thread trimmer is once turn and the needle is up and then the machine is stop.
Ill Treadl e (-500, -600)
1. Lightly depress the upper plate f} of the treadle pedal 0 to position @, the presser foot comes down .
2. Make sure whether slow speed motor runs smoothly, pressing the treadle pedal 0 lightly to®.
Pressing the treadle pedal 0 again to @ , then high speed motor runs.
3. Make sure whether the sewing machine stops at the needle down position, the treadle pedal 0 is positioned at the neutral
(when you release the treadle pedal 0 ) @ after pressing the treadle pedal 0 at the fron t.
4. When the upper plate 8 of the treadle pedal 0 is positione d at ® , presser foo t lifts up.
5 . In case the treadle pedal 0 is pressed at the rear end @(or back at the neutral @after the treadle pedal 0 is pressed a t
the rear end @), thread trimmer is once turn and the needle is up and then the machine is stop.

[

ADJUSTING SYNCHRONIZER
Adj usting position of thread trimming signal

Needle up posi tion

Needle down p osition

18-22 mm

~

9-11 mm

---

1) Turn off the power switch by all means. (In case of adjust each the hole l.C, turn off the powe r switch by all means.)

2) Remove the cover of the synchronizer.

3) Turn the pulley towa rd you and place the needle bar lowest position. At this time, the magne t 0 must be in line wit h
the thread trimming the hole I.C 8 .
In case of the magnet 0 is not in line with the th read t rimming the hole I.C 8 , loose n clamping screw @) and adjust by
moving the thread trimming the hole I.C.
(4) Turn on the powe r swit ch and stop the machine at the needle down position. At this time, the needle bar should stop at
the posi tion of I 8- 22 mm above the upper face of the needle plate.
If the needle bar is not stop at the fi xed position , loosen clamping sc rew 0 and adjust by moving the needle down t he
hole I.C @ .
(5) Sto p the machine at the needle up position. At this time, the needle point should stop at the position of 9 - I I mm
above the upper face of the needle plate.
If the needle position is not stop at the fi xed position , loosen clamping screw (3 and adjust by moving the need le up
the hole I.C f} .
Ym.1 move the hole I.C @ , f} to the machine rotating di rection , then the needle bar is down . Wh en you move th e hole
I.C @ , f} to the reverse di rection , the n the needle bar is raised .

*

*
*
0

For preve nt the bobbin run idle when thread trimmed ,
there is the bobbin presser O .
When thread trimmed , loosen clamping screw 8 and adjust
by moving the bobbin presser 0 back or forth.

0
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ADJUSTING PRESSER
FOOT LIFT (-500, -600)
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Turn the knob
presser fo ot.

0

1. Adjusting it s weight at slow speed sewing
Slow speed sewing is done when you put your foot on
the treadle pedal and slow speed sewing is not done when
you press the treadle pedal lightly. In such cases, loosen
the nut 0 and adjust by turning the bolt 8 .

and adj ust the lifting up speed of the

2. Adjusting its weight at back
L oose n the nut @) and adjust by turning the bolt

0 .
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How to re move the knife
( 1) Turn off the power swit ch.
(2) Turn the pulley and place the needle at the highest position and then
remove the needle plate.
(3) Turn the pu lley and place the needle at the lowest position.
(4) Tilt the machine head back.
(5) Loosen the clamping screw 0 and remove the thread trimming
cover 8 (6) Push the th read trimming stopper @) with your fi nger and turn the
pulley toward you until the positio n of you may remove th e screw
with ease.
(7) Remove the screw
I knife ~ I spacer (3 and lower thread finger fj .

e

e

3:!~ After the knife ~ is changed, install them reverse order.

The axis of the n eed le

How to inst all t he knife
Let the point of the knife ~ meet with the needle , tu rn the pulley
reversely with your hand and make sure that poin t of the knife ~ may
be positioned at the axis of the needle as figure. Then tighten the
screw
for the clearance between the lower thread finger fj and the
knife ~ to be 3 mm.
Make sure that the clearance between the knife ~ and lower thread
finger fj and that between lower th read finge r fj and the hook is
about 0.5 mm. (Enough for usable th read to pass smoothly.)
Turn the pulley toward you and ge t the knife ~ at its o riginal posi tion
so that the knife ~ is not touch at the needle .
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About0.5 mm
Rotary hook

TI1e knife
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